Connections
From Dictionary.com
noun
1.
the act or state of connecting.
2.
the state of being connected :
the connection between cause and effect.
3.
anything that connects; a connecting part; link; bond:
an electrical connection.
4.
association; relationship:
the connection between crime and poverty; no connection with anyother firm of the same name.
5.
a circle of friends or associates or a member of such a circle.
6.
association with or development of something observed, imagined,discussed, etc.:
to make a connection between the smell of smoke and the presenceof fire; I have a few thoughts in conn
ection with your last remarks.
7.
contextual relation; context, as of a word.
As it is in all of our Evaluation Nights, I feel it is important to stay on point when preparing your theme;
hence the reason for the above Dictionary description.
Searching the internet for Connections pertaining to direct association in images was a challenge. I
looked through images on the following page and found that some truly appeared representational to the
theme but others that left me cold with either the actual concept falling flat or the ability to connect to the
photograph itself.
https://www.pexels.com/search/connection/

Another example of previous photos invoking the idea of connections can be found here (make sure you
open the gallery on the page):
https://mashable.com/2014/06/29/connections-photo-challenge-results/#yIpIjkqB.gqn

Some of the greatest examples of people connecting are found here:
https://www.fearlessphotographers.com/?gclid=CjwKCAiAtdDTBRArEiwAPT4y-8aas8Ba20vso5m76LJR2YqXwG0IZSDTRMD4QPr9-cRzQ0YsAz5aRoCwqgQAvD_BwE
You will have to have patience to watch the slow slide show but many of the pictures, both wedding and
other, show such great connection between people.

Better Photo.com has 11 images which relate directly to Connections as a Theme. Have a look here:
http://www.betterphoto.com/gallery/dynoGall2.asp?catID=26859

In regards to web related articles on connections as the subject matter to themes, you will find that the
majority relate to how you can connect with your target audience. This is not necessarily the same as
images which relate to connections.

The theme connections is certainly a challenge but does encourage us to be prepared for the Fraser
Valley Invitational!

Phil Strong

The image in the header is entitled “together” and was found on Pintrest. Published under the name
fariedesign.

